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ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to provide conceptual framework that can be used by marketing scholars and business executives to formulate a global marketing strategies that can help them to pursue their international operation in foreign markets successfully. For this purpose, the paper utilizes marketing capabilities of the firm including market sensing, partner linking and customer engagement and analyse how each of these capabilities are important to pursue global strategy that will help the firm to achieve competitive advantage. After a careful consideration of previous literature in the same field, the importance of control variables, such as international experience and international entrepreneurship, has been discovered and they are included as having moderating impact between marketing capabilities and global strategy formulation. The study has following propositions: market sensing has a positive relationship with international performance, customer engagement has a positive relationship with international performance, partner linking has a positive relationship with global strategy formulation etc. The originality of this paper can be explained by the integration of three important variables such as market sensing, partner linking and customer engagement, and by moderating role of international experience and international entrepreneurship. This paper provides some important managerial implication for business executives, which can be found in discussion part. The future research in the same field should take into consideration the other important marketing capabilities such as brand management, marketing communications management and channel management.
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1. Introduction

Understanding marketing environment and being equipped with the latest technological advances as well as having the latest information about the market trends in international market are considered as an important prerequisite for formulating good marketing strategy. Market orientation of the firm is defined by organizational strategy. That is to say, using organizational strategy, market orientation of the firm is determined in relation to customers, competitors and market forces. There are numerous numbers of studies that have been conducted to identify the best means of formulating marketing strategy. When the issue of marketing strategy is discussed, most marketing scholars highlight the significance of marketing capability, which is considered as a backbone of formulating a strong marketing strategy. Previous literature in the marketing strategy has reported a positive link between strong marketing capabilities and firm success (Kanibir et al., 2014, Ripolles, 2011). Moreover, most of the scholars highlighted the enormous role of marketing in achieving firm success and strong positioning in the market. Marketing capabilities are also believed to contribute to the international expansion of the firms. The role of marketing capabilities has also been studied in relation to company profit. The study conducted by Morgan (2009) analysed the influence of marketing sensing, brand management and customer engagement on company growth. Morgan (2009) found a significant positive relationship between marketing capabilities and company growth. Marketing literature also proposed different elements of marketing capabilities such as market sensing, customer engagement and partnership capabilities. All these elements are reported as the fundamental prerequisites of marketing capability, which will contribute to the establishment of competitive advantage. Product innovations are directly related to success of the companies in international market. In this regard, most of the previous literature stated that companies with strong marketing capabilities are more likely to make innovative products.

2. Literature review and model development

The importance of marketing capabilities in ensuring the success of firms in international market has been widely discussed among marketing scholars for the last three decades (Park et al., 2010;
Marketing capabilities are regarded as the ability of the firm through, which company can react to changing market environment, exploit new opportunities, engage with customers by providing their products and services according to the needs of customers and building strong relationship with company partners in exchange of resources and capabilities. In other words, market sensing, customer engagement and partner linking are believed as the main cornerstones of marketing capabilities which contribute to the formulation of global strategy. Pursuing right global market strategy helps firms to achieve competitive advantage based on which companies can operate successfully in international market.

H1: Market sensing has a positive relationship with international performance

Marketing sensing capability provides an opportunity for the companies to react on time and efficient manner towards changing market trends including consumer wants and needs. (Day, 1994; Du & Kamakura, 2012). Therefore, it can be stated that market sensing involves the collection of necessary information that might be later used to formulate necessary strategies in order to respond well to evolving and rapidly changing market conditions. Market sensing capabilities also help firms to identify market opportunities earlier than competitors (Weick, et al. 2005). Therefore, it can be mentioned that good market sensing information not only requires having good knowledge or understanding of changing marketing trends but also requires efficient organizational information processing capabilities such as filtering, explanation of new knowledge and sorting necessary information. Market sensing is crucial in order to transform market circumstances into situations, which can lay the ground for action (Mu & Di Benedetto, 2012; Teece, 2007).

In other words, it implies that a firm can benefit from having structured risk analysis process and mitigate the potential of losses and achieve superb results from having a strong market sensing capabilities. Therefore, it is crucial to have a better understanding of changing market opportunities and trends before they are fully evolved. This kind of knowledge is considered to be crucial in operations of the firm, especially in international markets, where the market and industry trends are more likely to change and market opportunities may evolve in constant and ongoing basis.

H2: Customer engagement has a positive relationship with international performance

Customer engagement involves formulating close relationship with the customers in order to better satisfy their wants and needs (Mu & Di Benedetto, 2012). This concept may also be useful in terms of increasing the number of existing customers through close engagement with them. Previous studies found a positive link between customer engagement and firm performance and superior financial performance (Ullah et al, 2016). Adaptation to the changing marketing environment requires having strong customer engagement capabilities through which changing market opportunities might be identified (Park, et al, 2010).

Consumer centric approach is regarded as the focal point of customer engagement. Better customer expectations are also developed through customer engagement capabilities (Park et al., 2010). Having high levels of customer engagement is more likely to lead to having a better customer experience, satisfaction and consequently loyalty towards company offering. Loyal customers are essential for the success of the company in international markets (Yim et al, 2008). Word of mouth marketing is strongly promoted through loyal customers who will contribute to the increasing number of new customers. International performance of the firm can be characterized by the increasing market share, financial performance of the firm, which is directly related to customer satisfaction and loyalty, which is an integral focus of customer integration.

H3: Partner linking has a positive relationship with global strategy formulation

Partner linking is described as the capability of the firm through which it can set contact with its partners and make efficient use of current resources (Mu, 2014). The importance of partner linking becomes more relevant in the case of open market operations where it is crucial asset to exchange needed knowledge and skills in order to provide on time information for partners (Dyer &Singh, 1998). Partner linking can help the firms to achieve value creation through having better relations among parties and having access to deep set of information resources, which can be shared among partners (Day, 1994). In order to create product innovation and achieve high level of customer satisfaction it is important to have efficient integration of resources and skills among business partners (Mu, 2013). The more diverse the availability of resources and capabilities among partners, the more efficient they will be in achieving high levels of customer value and they will increase their efficiency in terms of creating new product. Therefore, it is important for the firms to stay aware of market changes in order to have ongoing relationship with the partners (Saif, 2015). To sum up, it can be mentioned that partner linking is beneficial from two perspectives (Day, 1994). First of all, it helps companies to exploit new opportunities and knowledge which can be used to adapt to environmental changes. Secondly, partner linking is useful in terms of refining new knowledge between partners in order to maximize the efficiency of the resources which companies can possess.

H4: Market sensing has an impact on global marketing strategy formation

The success of the firms are not only determined by implementing marketing mix, but also by executing successful marketing strategy, which will help them to be successful in international markets (Day & Wensley, 1988). Appropriate and effective marketing strategy is found to be crucial in terms of proposing right deployment of resources and their appropriate allocation, which is collected through market sensing. Careful consideration of market sensing definition reveals that market sensing involves collection and dissemination of information that is necessary regarding ongoing market trends and changing...
market conditions. Being provided with this type of information on time, firms will be equipped with necessary knowledge that will help them to formulate right strategy to compete in global market (Mariadoss, et al, 2015). Market sensing provides companies with relevant and on time information about the changing market conditions and new business opportunities that will aid them in creating competitive advantage, which is important in formulation of successful global strategy (Day & Wensley, 1988). Therefore, most of the previous literature analysing the impact of factors that will contribute to the success of global market strategy formulation found a positive relationship between market sensing and global market strategy. 

**H5: Customer engagement has an impact on global marketing strategy formulation**

There is a rapidly growing literature on the global marketing strategy formulation that suggests that in order to be successful in the global market, businesses should operate taking into consideration the needs and wants of customers (Miller et al, 1998). This involves selecting right target market of the business through dividing the entire market into segments. Dividing market into different groups allows the firms to better target their potential and existing customers with product and service offers. This will help the company to develop better relationship with the customers of the company, without which businesses are not able to exist and succeed (Homburg at al, 2000). Customer engagement refers to building a long lasting relationships with customers and determining right marketing objectives, and a tailoring company’s efforts towards these objectives help companies to achieve their long-term goals (Reinartz, 2004). Most marketers are pursuing consumer centric approach to product centric approach as the former one is crucial in ensuring the success of global marketing strategy. 

**H6: Partner linkages have an impact on global marketing strategy formulation**

Partner linkages have shown an increasing importance among marketing scholars for the last years due to their significance in formulation of successful global marketing strategy (Miller et al, 1998). The ability of the firm to collaborate and exchange the necessary information among partners helps the companies to exploit innovative products and create superior customer value, which is the crucial aspect of any global marketing strategy (Lockrey, 2015). Partner linking is found to make efficient use of firm resources and capabilities, which can be beneficial in terms of creating innovative products (Homburg et al, 2000). Creation of innovative products is the focal point of acquiring the attention of customers who always look for new ways to satisfy their needs using most efficient and cost effective ways. Therefore, close collaboration and ongoing contact with firm partners helps companies to recombine and re-bundle the resources and capabilities of the firm and results in successful marketing strategy formulation (Reinartz, et al, 2004).

**H7: International experience has a moderating effect between marketing capabilities and global marketing strategy formulation**

Marketing capability of the firm includes market sensing, customer engagement and partner linking which are the core bases of the firm in achieving long-term success (Day, 1994). These three important functions of marketing capability are believed to be interdependent with each and having enough knowledge. Experience on the implication of these three variables is crucial in formulating global marketing strategy. In this regard, most previous studies found a moderating role of international experience between marketing capabilities and global strategy formulation (Ma, 2015). Application of strong market sensing capability requires on time approach to changing market trends and exploitation of new opportunities from firms, which is impossible without the moderating role of international experience. International experience is also crucial in achieving the means of adaptation, coordination of marketing activities and integration of competitive action which are the bases of global marketing strategy of the firm (Kaplan & Norton, 1994). The importance of international experience is mainly highlighted in its moderating role between market sensing and global strategy formulation (Sok, et al, 2013).

**H8: International entrepreneurship has a moderating effect between marketing capabilities and global marketing strategy formulation**

International entrepreneurship is also found to play moderating role between marketing capabilities and global marketing strategy formulation (Morgan, 2009). Precisely, the importance of international entrepreneurs is observed in terms of their role in customer engagement and global strategy formulation. Similar to the capability of the market sensing, customer engagement helps companies to reflect on ongoing changes in customer behaviour and market trends, and it allows the firms to maintain strong customer expectations (Day & Moorman, 2010). Therefore, entrepreneurship is believed to be an important mean of customer engagement and global marketing strategy formulation.

**H9: Global marketing strategy plays a significant role in performance of firms on the international market**

Global marketing strategy involves standardization, coordination of marketing activities and integration of competitive actions in itself. The notion of Porters generic strategies provides the concept of three important strategies that firms use including cost leadership, differentiation and focus strategies, which are used by many world famous firms in order to ensure the success of their international performance. Pursuing these global marketing strategies requires from firms strong marketing capabilities (Teece, et al., 2007). These capabilities include market sensing, partner linking and customer engagement, which are the crucial backbones of each global strategy. When these marketing capabilities are properly used, firms are believed to achieve certain strong position in the international market (Day, 1994). Market sensing, customer engagement and partner linking allow firms to stay alert regarding the changes in market trends including those such as customer preferences, exploitation of new market opportunities and collaboration with partners. Therefore, successful
participation in foreign market requires from firms to become aware of market trends and customer needs all of which are achieved through effective utilization of global marketing strategy.

3. Discussion and implications

Market sensing, customer engagement and partner linking are proposed to have positive link with formulating global marketing strategy. Market sensing is one of the important marketing capabilities which allow firms to react to external changes in market environment. Likewise, customer engaging and partnership linking allows firm to build a strong relationship with company’s prospective and current customers as well as partners. The analysis of previous literature mentioned number of important criteria to maintain the stability of marketing strategy including adaptation, coordination of marketing activities and integration of competitive action. The study has different implications for business practitioners and marketing experts who are always in constant search for new strategies to succeed in the market. International experience and international entrepreneurship are regarded as the moderating variables among marketing capabilities and global marketing strategy. The adequate understanding the importance of marketing capabilities by business practitioners are found to lead for the success in international market performance.

4. Conclusion

This paper proposed conceptual framework, which is focused on the usage of marketing capabilities in order to formulate strong global marketing strategy. Most companies are constantly looking for the ways to go global and offer their products and services in international markets. Therefore, strong implementation of right marketing strategies is becoming even more vital in order to ensure the success of companies in international market. Extensive review of the previous literature in the area leads to the development of different characteristics contributing to the success of the marketing strategy revealed the significance of marketing capabilities, which are defined as the ability of the companies to react and cope with changes in external market environment. Marketing capabilities are reported to consist of market sensing, customer engagement and partner linking. These are three important elements which aim to strategy adaptation, coordination of marketing activities and integration of competitive actions. Pursuing right global marketing strategy is expected to contribute for maintaining strong market position in the international business level.
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